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Living Lab
A national asset for 

home energy innovation

Becky Sweeney – Living Lab Business Lead
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We’ve built a Living Lab to help better understand what consumers need

Easy to modify to 

include new 

technologies

Living Lab Portal
Living Lab 

Digital Integration Platform

Energy service 

provider

Device 

manufacturer

Government/ 

regulator

Networks

Simple interaction 

with consumers

Over 200 homes 

have signed up to 

take part

Supports multiple 

trials

Variety of 

consumers, homes 

and technologies

Scalable to ’00s of 

homes

Combines consumer 

insight and digital 

analysis
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The Living Lab has delivered a wide variety of domestic energy trials 
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Product Performance
How does my product 

perform in real homes?

Energy Flexibility
Can I provide network flexibility 

with my product?

Energy as a Service
Can I bundle my product 

with other services?

Interoperability
Will my device work with 

other technology?

Customer Experience
Will consumers like 

using my product?

Business Model Testing
Will I make be able to 

make a profit?

We support innovators who want to test their service with consumers
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Some examples: Selling Heat as a Service
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Designed and trialled Heat-as-a-Service for BEIS, Bristol Energy and Baxi

Attract customers
Increase participation 

in DSR

Increase uptake of 

heat pumps

Increase openness to 

energy retrofits

Target support for 

fuel poverty
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Another example : AmpX Smart Home Platform
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Advising an SME on potential for its in-home digital energy platform to facilitate demand side 

response, reduce carbon and reduce energy bills. Using the Living Lab to gather consumer feedback 

and test the interface between the platform and a variety of in-home dumb and smart devices including 

EVs, smart meters, appliances and HVAC controls.

Technical solutions 

to EV integration

More customers 

for AmpX

AmpX can sell 

flexibility to the grid

Smart, consumer-

centric 

decarbonsiation

Investment 

in AmpX

Trial:

• Install monitoring equipment in 60 

homes to study energy demand

• Test impact of their technology on 

energy consumption, customer 

bills, and DSR.

• Solve technical challenges with 

integrating their platform and EV 

chargers.
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What do we hear from consumers when exploring new energy services
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Consumers switched to 

heat as a service because 

it gave them certainty of 

price

Easier to access heating 

control is important to 

consumers – needs to be 

designed well 

Consumers appreciated 

improved comfort and 

control that heat plans 

gave them

We hear from our work on 

Warmth on Prescription that 

people with conditions 

exacerbated  by the cold had 

to ‘work around’ their heating 

systems to get comfortable.

Consumers testing 

managed ev charging told 

us they could be flexible 

on time of charge
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But it can be challenging to implement these services
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With a mixture of real and perceived barriers…………..

It’s complex to agree a 

derogation and as an SME 

I don’t have the time or 

money – I’ll just find a 

different way to 

implement

I have to ‘team up’ with 

a supplier to be able to 

offer my energy service

There are such complex 

market arrangements 

in place – where do I 

even start ?

The tech I need to 

install to offer my 

service is £££ - how do 

consumers pay me for 

this over time

What happens 

If the regulator changes 

the rules – my business 

model is gone ! 
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We are here to support innovators …

We want to accelerate the roll out of novel 
services

We want to help you understand whether 
consumers will take up your service

And we want to help innovators explore how 
these services could be implemented in the 
market

livinglab@es.catapult.org.uk
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mailto:livinglab@es.catapult.org.uk
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The Virtual Power Plant of 
tomorrow, today…

Proof that residential Distributed generation and Domestic Demand Side Response 
is a viable option for both customer, Utility and grid
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The only Battery & Solar system

Verified by the energy saving trust to 

Save average of 70% off energy bills

• Highest export Tariff of 20p*

• Longer Battery Warranty,15 years

• Fully automatic 

• Over 7000 installed

*Subject to fair use policy 
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Delivering True Green Energy viably

Unlocking new flexibility revenues for Utility’s through solar, 

batteries and other electric devices.

Reducing the need for Grid infrastructure upgrade.

Predicting intermittent Solar and wind, reducing curtailment.

A viable real world return for the consumer  

Making residential homes part of Virtual Power Plants   
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Social Energy community of Home 

Battery’s responding to a UK 
frequency event

Our 7 years Oxford developed technology 

enables customers to generate, to trade 

and store energy to balance the National 

Grid autonomously

AI and data fed predictive analytics 

optimize a homes solar generation and 

energy usage  symbiotic to grid needs 

Reacting to price signals,or API.

Every home receives its own unique

Optimisation schedule updated every 5 

minutes, re-calculated from secondly data 

of that home and the grid.
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Business model 

Social Energy provide customers with a service, providing 
a turnkey solution that optimises battery and storage
(with more assets to come)

We are not reliant on selling more commodity – actually the 
opposite, we are a net exporter of zero Carbon Energy. We make 
money through taking a share of the DSR flexibility revenue the 
home assets participate in.

While we are an energy supplier this is not the core of the 
business success. Interestingly ,reducing customers bills 
increases our profitability.

This incentivises us to keep customers systems in working order 
bringing us highest CSAT and NPS scores in the sector
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Our Key Differentiators

We optimise each battery uniquely at a household level but also the optimisation algorithms 

consider the whole fleet , resulting in a collaborative optimisation process
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The barriers blocking innovation models

Final consumption levies: Residential consumers miss out on circa £70 a year in financial benefits 

due to their prosumer systems having to operate under a supply license. 

Regulation regarding private wire, and virtual private wire. There’s a huge opportunity to reduce 

costs by allowing consumers to ‘share’ electricity in geographically close communities and benefit, 

but existing  regulation doesn’t allow for this to work.

Smart metering rollout – To maximise consumers benefits, customers need half hourly settlement. 

More than half  of our SMETS1 meters are still not ‘smart’ and in the DCC network. The continuous 

delays to the SMETS1 migration have eroded consumer trust with smart meters, and cost them over 

£50 P.a in financial benefits per annum. 
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Smart  Solar and Smart batteries ; Solar on its own exaggerates grid problems. Batteries are needed to 

reduce peak production outside of peak demand. Low cost dumb batteries are being mis- sold by 

using the marketing ‘SAVE UP TO £600’.  While theoretically possible, most average customers wont 

and don’t achieve these savings. 

Smart tariffs / TOU tariffs – are being used with dumb batteries and are at rIsk of creating a cowboy 

industry because these tariffs are beta tariffs, loss making and not sustainable for the average 

consumer.

Storage – seen as the future, but not part of government ‘solutions’ – Storage is  talked about by 

BEIS/Ofgem as being a part of the future. There’s a big gap between intent and action in the UK plan 

for utilising storage, and is ultimately slowing the transition towards net zero.
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Loss leading Tariff model by deep pocket Utility’s , buy customers then creep margins up, hinders true 

innovation.

Green washing, confuses the customer who is unaware they are buying a mix of fossil fuel.

Low value of REGO’s preventing deals for true green generators.

ROC’s – Shouldn’t polluters pay more ?

Decarbonisation of Heat ; Heat pumps are over twice the price of gas boilers to buy and to run, their 

deployment will only increase fuel poverty. They must be coupled intelligence like with solar/ battery 

which effectively reduces energy to similar to that of gas when mixed with a Heat pump COP.
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Julian Wiley
Julian.wiley@social.energy

Thank You 


